PROMPT Business Mapping
Business recovery in uncertain times.
How to map the urgent and important decisions that make a difference in the
New Normal.

www.promptstrategies.co.uk
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PROMPT Business Mapping
Know where you are now… know where you want to be… know how to get there…
a Forward Strategy…
PROMPT Business Mapping provides a

‘Road-Map’ for your business.
Whether striving or thriving, adjusting to the changes prompted by the
COVID-19 crisis is hard. Our business mapping report shows the key

What our analysis provides…
•

Creating business stability through ‘quick wins’ that
enable managed change.

•

Improvements to Cash Flow, including unwinding of
CoViD-19 funding.

actions needed, and we work with you to list them in order of priority.

•

Assist in managing stakeholders

ready for tomorrow, giving your business the ability to recover quickly

•

Drive to profitability.

from difficulties.

•

Operational efficiencies including property.

What our clients say…

•

Market sector challenges and opportunities.

•

Management Structure & Reporting.

•

Management Information and how it can be

PROMPT Business Mapping enables you to build a business that’s

"I was introduced to Prompt by a national firm of accountants acting
on behalf of our bankers. David and his team worked with the business to
safeguard appropriate funding levels with our bankers, while at the same time

enhanced.

developing complex financial models to support a refinancing that finally
completed in January 2021. The Prompt team developed a deep understanding
of not just our financials of the business, but of the people within it, and this
was a key factor in securing the long-term financial future of the business.
I would not hesitate to recommend them.”
Financial Director
Major Supplier to the Construction Sector

•

Funding structure.

•

Forward Strategy
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what we do…
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Know where you are now…
We analyse the business from cashflow, to where
the business makes and loses money. We look at
operational efficiencies, property options,
management reporting and structural changes.

Know where you want to be…
We work through all the key areas of the business
showing how short and longer-term changes can
deliver material positive impact to the business.

Know how to get there…
PROMPT Business Mapping clearly shows each

action that could be taken and its economic impact to
the business, all detailed in a clear Road-Map.

Smarter thinking…

PROMPT Business Mapping
A Forward Strategy…
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PROMPT Business Mapping… is a Road-Map for your business.

Main Objectives:

Our analysis shows where a business really is, its strengths and weaknesses,
listing what needs to be done in order of priority, highlighting the actions
needed to maximise their positive impact to the business.

•

Stabilisation – through Quick Wins

•
•

Determine Medium / Longer term actions
Securing funding if required

Time Scale. It normally takes 3 to 4 weeks to create a clear Road-Map Plan.
It is not necessary to commit to the whole process initially. It can be tackled
in stages, proritising areas you feel most important to your business.

•
•

Estimated timescale to action the plan
Action to be taken by: Management,
PROMPT or other.

First step: get in contact for a no-commitment discussion and a fixed quote

www.promptstrategies.co.uk

t: 0800 0854 347

enquiries@promptstrategies.co.uk

